
 

  

Re: Cease and Desist Abuse of JOMBIZ software – QSenderPro & TheNextGen 

 

 

Dear Mr. Choudhry Usman Ali: 

 

We represent JOMBIZ NETWORK, based in Selangor, Malaysia. It has come to our attention that 

you or your team was making an unauthorized copy of JOMBIZ software and sell it illegally at 

website Q-Sender.Pro & TheNextGen.website. It was break and violate JOMBIZ's copyright 

term. Specifically, you modify and selling our software without permission including SIMPLE 

AUDIEN, WASENDERPRO, PIXLEADS and AUTOWASAP. JOMBIZ prohibits all of this conduct.  

 

JOMBIZ demands that your activities stop immediately.  

 

Software is protected under the federal copyright law which states that, "Users may not make 

a copy of a piece of software for any other reason than as an archival back-up without 

permission of the copyright holder. The unauthorized reproduction of a computer program is 

considered theft." 

 

In addition to breaching the terms of service, and interfering with JOMBIZ’s business 

expectations and interests, your activities may violate other federal and state laws. See 

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1030 and the California Comprehensive Computer 

Data Access and Fraud Act, Cal. Penal Code § 502(c).  

 

JOMBIZ are exclusive property of the creators or publishers and anyone outside the 

community are not allowed to use, reproduce, duplicate, resell access, modify (include 

rebrand or redesign), copy, distribute modified versions, or exploited of the software. 

 

The owner of is the exclusive copyright holder of the software and only owner has the rights to 

modify or add features to the program’s source code. JOMBIZ are the sole owner of the 

program who can sell it under some concrete conditions which should be followed by the users 

in order to avoid any legal disputes. 

 

 

 

http://q-sender.pro/
https://thenextgen.website/


 

Please respond to me WITHIN 7 days confirming that You:  

 

• Have stopped and will not in the future access to modify all of our products including 

SIMPLE AUDIEN, WASENDERPRO, PIXLEADS and AUTOWASAP software for any reason 

whatsoever;  

• Will, following compliance with all terms of this letter, stop selling our software and 

delete all license that you sold in any manner;  

• Will delete any promotional contents related to our software in all platforms including 

in your website, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube etc. (see more detail at the last page);  

• Will stop update and delete any versions that You already given to your users or agents; 

• Will remind your agent/reseller to stop selling and promote our software in any 

platforms; 

• Will account for and disgorge any and all revenue earned from Your unauthorized 

activities related to our software; and  

• Will memorialize in writing your commitment to comply with the demands of this letter.  

 

 

Please read full Proprietary Software Piracy Policy below for more details. 

 

If you ignore this letter and continue your current improper conduct, JOMBIZ will take 

whatever measures it believes are necessary to enforce its rights, maintain the quality of its 

site, and protect its proprietary software. This includes filing a complaint with the police and 

the local courts. Also, we will share this letter to public to make sure all people including your 

family, friends and colleagues know about it. 

 

This letter is not intended by JOMBIZ official, and should not be construed by you, as a waiver 

or relinquishment of any of JOMBIZ’s rights or remedies in this matter. JOMBIZ specifically 

reserves all such rights and remedies, whether at law or in equity. Thank you for understanding. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Khadijah, 

Security Team of JOMBIZ NETWORK 

(email to: jombiznetwork@gmail.com) 

(call/message at: 601165043904) 

  

mailto:jombiznetwork@gmail.com


 

Understanding Proprietary Software Piracy Policy 
 

The software may not be used for anything that would represent or is associated with an 

Intellectual Property violation, including, but not limited to, engaging in any activity that 

infringes or misappropriates the intellectual property rights of others, including copyrights, 

trademarks, service marks, trade secrets, software piracy, and patents held by individuals, 

corporations, or other entities. 

 

In respect of commercial software, an end user license agreement is included to protect the 

software program from copyright infringement. Damages often include paying the price of the 

illegally-downloaded licenses, and may also lead to serious personal sanctions, such as 

imprisonment, fines, and even deportation for a company’s top officials.  

 

Software is developed by publishers/owners, including us and many small businesses relying 

upon steady sales not only to survive but also to improve our products and invest for the 

future. The creative teams who develop software including programmers, writers, graphic 

artists and others, also deserve fair compensation for their efforts.  

 

Software is protected under the federal copyright law which states that, "Users may not make 

a copy of a piece of software for any other reason than as an archival back-up without 

permission of the copyright holder." The unauthorized reproduction of a computer program is 

considered theft.  

 

Proprietary is are some software the source code of which can only be modified by the 

individual or organization who created it. We as the owner or publisher of the software holds 

intellectual property rights of the source code exclusively. This type of software called as 

“proprietary software” because only the original owner(s) of the software are legally allowed to 

inspect and modify the source code. 

 

In simple terms, proprietary software is software that is solely owned by the individual or the 

organization that developed it including us. Proprietary software, as the name suggests, are 

exclusive property of their creators or publishers and anyone outside the community are not 

allowed to use, modify (include rebrand or redesign), copy or distribute modified versions of 

the software. 

 



 

The owner of is the exclusive copyright holder of the software and only owner has the rights to 

modify or add features to the program’s source code. We are the sole owner of the program 

who can sell it under some concrete conditions which should be followed by the users in order 

to avoid any legal disputes. We also not provide any white label version and not giving any 

source code to users. We just provide end-user software and not allow to modify it. 

 

Detecting software piracy is no longer reserved for sophisticated intelligence agencies and 

cyber police and can easily be traceable. Once we known people sell software illegally, we as 

copyright holders can take swift legal action against infringing companies. This includes filing a 

complaint with the police and the local courts. Employers should be aware that deleting illegal 

software can also be tracked, and is often seen by the courts as the company acknowledging its 

own wrong-doing and possibly tampering with evidence. 

 

Software piracy is a serious crime and can result in severe legal penalties for both individuals 

and businesses. For people or businesses caught selling illegal software, the legal penalties are 

much worse. Fines can go as high as $250,000. The accused may also face up to five years in 

prison with a permanent felony on their record. 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

JOMBIZ Network, 

Selangor, Malaysia. 

  



 

Content That Need to Remove Immediately 

 

From YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkndLVdikqs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ukZ07fC3vI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-uGZP5_Cmw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXfjsCv-Cp4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-a8pLMQc4s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIu2WR4EdE4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eE7WH6hr4c8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9-LFHRZEXk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERjRMkqMu34 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9-LFHRZEXk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xpf1OxMDdow 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uop63g5qOSw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCshk9cGGek 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uop63g5qOSw 

 

From Website 

https://q-sender.pro/product/wa-sender-pro-v6-2/  

https://q-sender.pro/product/auto-wasap-android/  

https://q-sender.pro/product/facebook-extractor-pro-7-1/  

https://q-sender.pro/product/pixleads/  

https://q-sender.pro/product/simpel-audiens-wasender-fb-scrape/  

https://q-sender.pro/product/simpleaudiens-pro/  

https://q-sender.pro/web-traffic-generator-free-download/get-simpel-audiens-wasender-fb-

scrape-full-version-with-keygen/  

https://q-sender.pro/web-traffic-generator-free-download/get-unlimited-real-targeted-leads-

email-and-phone-from-facebook-pixleads-uid/  

https://q-sender.pro/product/fbma-extractor/  

https://q-sender.pro/product/pixleads-leads-extractor/  

https://q-sender.pro/web-traffic-generator-free-download/auto-wasap-android-whatsapp-

blaster-android/  

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/pixleads-leads-

extractor/fjjgbkfjlgloeilbjklkfhckflcipecg  
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https://thenextgen.website/facebook-email-extractor-simple-audiens/  

https://thenextgen.website/pixleads-pro-2019/  

https://thenextgen.website/simpel-audiens-pro/  

https://thenextgen.website/get-emails-from-facebook/  
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